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Preface 
 
Once again, it is time for my quarterly market review, where I examine world events and 

attempt to understand their implications on the markets.  This is my time to reflect on 

current events, portfolio performance, and event scenarios, and their subsequent 

implication on world equity markets and my investment strategies.  

 

It is my goal in life to have my money working for me instead of me working for my 

money.   
 

Please keep in mind that I am an amateur investor and this document is a hobby for me.  

Any thoughts and concepts should be treated as such.  Please consult a professional 

financial advisor before you make any investment decisions regarding your investment 

ideas, goals, and strategies.  Continue reading this document at your own risk… 

 
Please read this before continuing! 
 
This report is neither an offer nor recommendation to buy or sell any security. I hold no 
investment licenses and are thus neither licensed nor qualified to provide investment advice. The 
content in this report is not provided to any individual with a view toward their individual 
circumstances.  
 
Do NOT ever purchase any security or investment without doing your own and sufficient 
research. This document contains forward looking statements.  Because events and 
circumstances frequently do not occur as expected, there will likely be differences between the 
any predictions and actual results. Always consult a real licensed investment professional before 
making any investment decision. Be extremely careful, investing in securities carries a high 
degree of risk; you may likely lose some or all of the investment.  
 
The material presented herein is for informational purposes only, is not guaranteed to be correct, 
complete, up to date, and does not constitute legal, tax, or investment advice.  While all 
information is believed to be reliable, it is not guaranteed by me to be accurate. Individuals should 
assume that all information contained in this document is not trustworthy unless verified by their 
own independent research. This report may contain numerous errors and the opinions may 
change without notice.  Past performance is not an indication of future results.    
 
In plain English, I am NOT giving you investment, tax, or legal advice. 

 

Regards, 

 

Mark Rush 

http://traderwasteland.wordpress.com/ 

 

This document may be distributed to anyone free of charge as long as it is provided in an 

unaltered form.  I reserve all Intellectual Property Rights of this document. 

http://traderwasteland.wordpress.com/
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Introduction 

 

Happy 2013, 

 

The report is once again briefer than I would have liked, I did have a little setback in 

December that required me to get some minor surgery on my left knee.  Alas, the 

holiday’s and my recovery didn’t allow a report as in depth as I would like therefore my 

reader a stuck with a scant 25 pages of my ramblings and misspellings. 

 

The election is now behind us and I have officially decided to permanently drop out of 

the work force.  I have partially relocated to Breckenridge, Colorado and I will be trying 

to sell my house in West Virginia in the spring.  I will be busy looking for a permanent 

home somewhere here in Colorado hopefully I’ll be able to find something in my price 

range in Galt’s Gulch.   

 

My motives for dropping out work force are many and complicated but partly it is 

because of the flaws in the tax code and other reasons are my ability to make a “decent” 

living working part time for myself.  Other reasons revolves around my libertarian 

philosophies and also me trying to enjoy life as much as possible with my remaining time 

left on the this planet.  With these and other considerations it only makes sense for me 

continue to be “living the life of a functioning derelict”.  - Kenny Powers: MFCEO 

 

I was able to outperform the S&P 500 this year by a good margin even though I spent a 

good part of the year having at least 50% of the portfolio in cash.  My total portfolio 

performance was 24% beating the S&P 500 index of 16% for 2012.  I have more 

information in the final chapter of this document for a detailed breakdown of the results. 

 

"You cannot legislate the poor into prosperity by legislating the wealthy out of 

prosperity. What one person receives without working for, another person must work for 

without receiving. The government cannot give to anybody anything that the government 

does not first take from somebody else.  When half of the people get the idea that they do 

not have to work because the other half is going to take care of them, and when the other 

half gets the idea that it does no good to work because somebody else is going to get what 

they work for, that my dear friend, is the beginning of the end of any nation. You cannot 

multiply wealth by dividing it." - Adrian Rogers 

 

Happy New Year and good investing… 

 

Mark Rush 

Breckenridge, Colorado 

 

You can follow my latest thoughts on http://traderwasteland.wordpress.com/ 

 

 

 

http://traderwasteland.wordpress.com/
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Chapter 1 

Considerations 
 

 

Real Probability of Systemic Risk from Europe (continuation) 

 

The best way to solve Europe’s problems is by implementing a stealth default by simply 

having the European Central Bank (ECB) print money.  In the old day before the Euro 

countries could simply devalue their own currency but now since there is a single 

currency individual countries have no control over the printing presses.  I suspect that 

Europe will come to the precipice and right before they go over the edge (a collapse of 

the Euro Zone) they will finally “monetize the debt” and print their woes away. 

 

The problem is with this strategy is that, in my opinion, long- term you cannot solve a 

fiscal problem with a monetary response!  In other words, in the long run you cannot 

solve the problem of giving away too many goods and services (redistributing too much 

wealth) by simply printing more money to give away.  This is the current world strategy 

to solve these kinds of problems; it will not work long term.   Remember, money is 

nothing more than an accounting scheme to track the goods and services that we produce; 

it in itself has no real value. Producing more money does NOT produce more goods and 

services.  This is a very important point that too many very smart people miss.  Money is 

not wealth!! 

 

Return of China and India??? 

 

The Chinese and India stock market has gotten punished last year but it is possible that 

we may see a recovery this year.  If Europe starts to fall apart these markets will get will 

get hit harder than most (high beta).  After Europe, this is what I will be watching (again) 

this year. 

 

Stock Market Cycles 

 

The market tends to better this time of year with the January effect.  I don’t fully 

understand the phycology of the markets but the January effect seems to be well 

established and markets tend to go up through April.  I plan to follow this plan for 

January only and likely to start lightening up in February.  I expect earning this April for 

Q1 to start eroding.  I expect it to continue into summer. 

 

I believe the US stock market will underperform most markets this year. 

 

Productivity gains 

 

I think a lot of people are overlooking the productivity gains corporations have gained in 

the last few years.  This is contributing to superior earning in many large corporations.  

The world governments should look to most how the S&P 500 is managing their balance 

sheet in the past few years, it is impressive. Never forget that fewer people are now 

making more stuff.  Even with high unemployment GDP is larger than it has ever been. 
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Tax Changes 

 

Income tax rates: permanently extends the Bush tax cuts for single filers with taxable 

incomes below $400,000 and joint filers with taxable incomes below $450,000. The top 

income tax rate will permanently increase from 35% to 39.6%  

Limits on exemptions and deductions for higher wage earners: Permanently 

reinstates the phase-out of personal exemptions and the limitation on itemized 

deductions for single filers with adjusted gross income (AGI) above $250,000 and joint 

filers with AGI above $300,000.  

Capital gains and dividends. Permanently extends the 0% and 15% tax rates for long-

term capital gains and qualified dividends for single filers with taxable incomes below 

$400,000 and joint filers with taxable incomes below $450,000. The top rate will 

permanently increase to 20% for filers with taxable incomes above these thresholds.  

Obamacare Tax: The new 3.8% Medicare tax enacted under the healthcare law takes 

effect this year. The new 3.8% tax applies to single filers with modified AGI above 

$200,000 and joint filers with modified AGI above $250,000. As a result, the tax law will 

include four different rates for long-term capital gains and qualified dividends 

depending on the one’s modified AGI and taxable income: 0%, 15%, 18.8%, and 23.8%. 

Payroll tax: Restores the employee Social Security payroll tax contribution to 6.2% on 

income up to $113,700 in 2013. This payroll tax contribution had been temporarily 

reduced to 4.2%.  If you are subject to payroll taxes your taxes are now 2% higher. 

Alternative Minimum Tax patch: Permanently extends the AMT patch with annual 

inflation adjustments.  

Estate and gift tax: Permanently extends the lifetime estate and gift tax exemption of 

$5.12 million (with annual inflation adjustments), but increases the top tax rate from 

35% to 40%.  
 
Long Term Macroeconomic Trends 

 

It is that time of the year when I talk about the long-term macro changes that will be in 

effect for the next 5-10 years.  It can be hard to pick stock that will be up this year or next 

but I wanted to spend a few minutes reviewing some obvious long term trends. 

 

One of the shorter term trends is the propensity for Central banks in the US, Japan, and 

Europe to print money.  This tends to push of the price of raw materials, stocks, real 

estate, food, precious metals and energy.  It tends to devalue bonds, fixed debt, annuities’, 

mortgages, cash, and all forms of fixes income.  Long-term owning a home with a long 

term mortgage is a good way to own something physical that will go up with inflation 

and simultaneously be short fixed debt.  The value of the house “should” rise over the 

next 5-10 years while the inflation adjusted net present value of the fixed loan should 

decrease. 

 

Longer term we cannot overlook the wealth effect that is going on globally.  Three billion 

or so poor people are moving up the wealth latter and their diets are shifting to higher 
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quality protein and upscale brands are increasing in sales.  Farming and its derivatives 

will benefits in the upcoming decades along with aspirational items. 

 

People with more disposable incomes will want more cars and general use more energy.  

Oil use and energy infrastructure will continue to grow for remainder of the decade.  

These people are going to also want newer and larger houses therefore lumber, copper, 

and all the other raw materials will be benefiting over the next couple of decades. 

 

Worldwide but specifically in rich western countries and Japan the populations are 

becoming older and anything to do with healthcare will be outperforming the long term 

averages. 

 

I believe in long-term raw materials, food, energy, and health care are strong foundation 

to my investment thesis. 

 

What drives me to invest with so many potential risks on the horizon?  I have talked 

about globalization and how its make the world richer… I think this chart best illustrates 

my point.  In a single generation world GDP has gone from $10T to our currently 

“depressed” $70T.  World GDP has doubled in the past 10 years alone including the 

crisis…  We produce $10T more in goods and services now than we did before the crisis.  

THIS CHART ISWHY WE INVEST!!!  

 

     World GDP 
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Chapter 2 

Fundamental and Technical Indicators 

 
Economic Projections 

 

It is time to review world events applying my “opinion” based on absolutely nothing 

other than my limited understanding of how the world works.  Headline predictions are 

made at the beginning of the year and may have changed materially since then. 

 

US Economic Indicators (my forecast)  

 

US Gross National Product (GDP) Growth < +1.5% for 2013  

US Gross National Product (GDP) Growth > +2.5% for 2012 (Actual 2.2%) 

 

I slightly missed GDP growth in 2012 and I am pessimistic about 2013 in the US due to 

taxes and Obamacare implementation.  I believe that this will cause a mild US recession 

this summer and issues in Europe will continue to drag on the US exports. 

 

The economy seems to be weak buy growing 

 

Unemployment of falls to > 7.0% at the end of 2013 

Unemployment of falls to < 7.5% by the end of 2012 (Actual 7.7%) 

 

Again my 2012 prediction was close but off a bit.  The economy needs to retool itself 

before the unemployment rate will fall.  The trend seems to be positive.  We can debate if 

it is real jobs or people dropping out workforce.  I expect more effects in 2013 due to 

more people dropping out of the workforce (like me) and not getting real jobs. 

 

 
 

The latest number (Dec) was 7.9%  

Unemployment is very high but falling 
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Federal Reserve keeps interest rates steady in 2013 

 

The Fed has stated it will keep rates low until at least mid-2015.       

 

 
I got this one but how hard of a prediction was that? 

 

Low rates are good for the market… 

 

Inflation < 2.5% in 2013 

Inflation > 3.5% in 2012 (actual 2.1%) 

 

Total miss on this prediction… The money supply continues to grow (black line)…  The 

FTTM money supply has gone from $2T in 2000 to almost $13T today with a 600% 

increase.   The rate of money creation has slowed and should stabilize the dollar.  QE3 

should start to increase this number once again. 

 

 
 

Currently we are not experiencing inflation but there is a slight bias of inflation 
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S&P 500 index < 1425 at the end of 2013 

S&P 500 index > 1425 at the end of 2012 (Actual 1426.19) 

 

I think I nailed this one… Corporations were financially stronger coming out of this 

downturn (except financial institutions) compared to other recessions.  I expect a low of 

1150 midyear and a high of 1500 on the S&P 500 early this year and something in 

between by the end of the year. 

 

Stable Real Estate prices (ave home >160k) in 2013 

Stable Real Estate prices (ave home >150k) in 2012 (Actual $156,200) 
 

The average house is now $156,200 with a YoY rise of 5.2% in 2012.  The 30 year 

mortgage rate is at 3.39%.  I expect as rates to remain low for at least 18 more months.  

Real estate will probably never be cheaper and rates will never be lower.  Home 

“affordability” is currently extremely high as long as you can get a loan. 

 

                          National average House Values 
 

 
             

                          National average Mortgage Rates 
 

 

 

Housing prices are stabilizing; interest rates are low  
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>$0.95 Trillion Dollars budget deficit for FY 2013 

<$1.10 Trillion Dollars budget deficit for FY 2012 ($1.089 Trillion)   

 

Latest estimates are $0.9 Trillion  http://www.usdebtclock.org/ 

 

I believe thoughtless government overspending is harmful in the long run 

 

Technical Indicators 

 

Technical analysis is the attempt to forecast the future direction of prices through the 

study of past market data.  I use Barchart ( http://www.barchart.com/ ) to come up with a 

final “objective” opinion of an investment.  Its primary ability (flaw) is that it tries to 

predict the future by interpolating from the past performance.  One phrase does come to 

mind, “Past performance is not an indication of future results”. 

 

Model Portfolio and other technical indicators (+100% = strong buy; -100% = strong sell) 

 

US Stock             7/3/12       10/1/12             1/1/13          Link                           

SPY      +48% +8%   -8%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/SPY  

QQQQ                +48% +8%  -40%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/QQQ 

IWM                   +56% +8%  +48%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/IWM  

  

International  

EFA                     +32% +8%  +88%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/EFA 

EEM                    +24% +56%  +100%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/EEM  

   

Bonds       7/3/12       10/1/12          1/1/13         Link                           

TLT                     +32% -16%  -72%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/TLT  

SHY                     -48% +80%  -40%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/SHY  
   
Gold/Oil/Dollar Index/Euro/Yen 

GLD                     +8% +64%  -72%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/GLD  

USO                      -8% -16%  +40%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/USO  

UUP                    +16% -48%  -16%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/UUP  

FXE                     -16% +32%  +72%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/FXE  

FXY                     -8%  +56%  -100%  http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/FXY  

   

Volatility Index 

VIX index            -64% -16%  +80%         http://www.barchart.com/opinions/stocks/$VIX   

 

http://www.usdebtclock.org/
http://www.barchart.com/
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/SPY
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/QQQ
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/IWM
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/EFA
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/EEM
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/TLT
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/SHY
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/GLD
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/USO
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/UUP
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/FXE
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/FXY
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/stocks/$VIX
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Volatility increases in 2013 

Volatility Chart (market fear index) 

 

 
 

The Volatility index (VIX) can be thought of as the US stock market fear indicator and 

the lower it is the lower the fear in the market.  This indicator is one of the more valuable 

tools to evaluate what implied risk is in the market at any given point in time.  It is 

showing that fear in the market has fallen back to near pre-crisis levels.  It is for us to 

determine if this is warranted or simply complacency.  I am voting for complacency. 

 

Ted Spread… 

 

 
 

This is the Bond market fear index; it has been falling all year. 
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Technical summary… 

 

The technical indicators are mixed for most US stock investments and positive for non 

US stocks.  The indicators are bearish of bonds, gold, USD, and Yen.  It is positive for 

the Euro and Oil.  I am not sure what to make of this since there are significant risks in 

the markets right now but the market seems pointing to a recovery in Europe and foreign 

investments in general.   

 

The Volatility index (VIX) can be thought of as the US stock market fear indicator and 

the lower it is the lower the fear in the market.  The VIX (S&P 500 volatility) is relativity 

low in terms of the past few months.  The market may be telling us one of two things; 

first it could telling us the stock market is primed to go up or it is just be a temporary year 

end reprieve in the volatility.  In either case it may be a good time for me to buy some 

volatility.  When volatility is high (expensive) I like to sell out of the money Call options 

when volatility is low (cheap) I like to buy Put options. In this case it may be a good time 

to buy some downside insurance by buying Put options (or calls on the VIX).  In my 

opinion volatility is cheap and I should be buying volatility and not selling it. 

 

These things are telling me that we should have a strong start to 2013 in the US stock 

market.  VIX is low, energy strong, selling of gold are all signs of smart money getting 

ready to move into stocks, in other words it looks like “risk on”.  But I believe this 

optimism will be short lived and plan to start moving to the sidelines in February and be 

outright bearish by April.  What investments I do make will likely be in India, China and 

Australia with a few selected picks here in the US. 

 

My plan is for “Risk Off” in 2013 

 

My predictions for 2012 were very accurate with the exception of my inflation prediction.  

My accurate predictions made it much easier outperform the market in 2012. 

Unfortunately my crystal ball is a lot fuzzier this year.  This year I believe that we will 

have more problems in the US with increased taxes and healthcare reform but we should 

have a better year in 2014 as we start to assimilate these changes.  My goal for this year is 

somewhat tempered and will be happy with a 5-10% return in 2013 since I believe we are 

likely to have a mild US recession and I never been good at making money in down 

markets. 
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Chapter 3 

Value Stocks 

 
Here is a quick list of the some stocks that I follow that I think are cheap.  I also show the 

expected yield in ’13, it’s expected earning in ’13 verses its current stock price (i.e. return 

on investment), and for those who prefer P/E ratios I have included those also.  With 10 

year Treasuries at 1.90% I find these a better place to invest. 

Stock Symbol Yeild 
Est. '13 Return on 
Investment (E/P) 

'13 P/E 

Apple AAPL 2.00% 10.44% 9.58 

Barrick Gold ABX 2.30% 16.05% 6.23 

American Intern’l Group AIG 0.00% 9.57% 10.45 

Barclay's BCS 1.50% 14.37% 6.96 

BP BP 5.20% 12.12% 8.25 

Chevron CVX 3.30% 11.04% 9.06 

Deutsche Bank DB 1.50% 14.35% 6.97 

Freeport McMoran FCX 3.70% 13.11% 7.63 

Google GOOG 0.00% 6.38% 15.67 

Hospitality Properties Trust  HPT 8.00% 13.21% 7.57 

KKR Financial Holdings KFN 8.00% 17.73% 5.64 

Kohlberg Kravis Roberts  KKR 6.30% 14.08% 7.1 

Rio Tinto RIO 2.50% 12.02% 8.32 

Royal Bank of Canada RY 4.00% 9.46% 10.57 

Total S.A. TOT 5.00% 13.39% 7.47 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 
This list got smaller this year due to the rally last year.  Just because I missed the bottom doesn’t 
mean these are not still compelling values.  I suspect that this list will be longer by mid-2013. 
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Chapter 4 

International ETFs for 2013 

2013 Consensuses Economic Growth Forecast by Country in 2013 

China 8.6% Singapore 4.0% Israel 3.0% Venezuela 1.4% 

India 6.5% Russia 3.9% Australia 3.0% Japan 1.2% 

Indonesia 6.3% South Korea  3.7% Argentina 2.6% Germany 0.6% 

Chile 4.7% Mexico 3.7% Hong Kong 2.4% United Kingdom 0.5% 

Thailand 4.7% Taiwan 3.6% Poland 2.1% France 0.4% 

Malaysia 4.6% Egypt 3.5% United States 2.1% European Union 0.3% 

Brazil 4.2% Pakistan 3.3% Canada 1.9% Italy -0.3% 

Turkey 4.1% South Africa 3.0% Sweden 1.8% Greece -1.8% 

 

My strategy is based on one simple idea.  Invest in stable countries that have high 

economic (GDP) growth.  Therefore I would invest in China, India, Brazil, and Australia 

while avoiding the US, Japan, and Europe.  

International Investments to watch 

 

iShares MSCI Emerging Markets Index  

Symbol  EEM 

Sector   Emerging Markets ETF 

Risk   High 

Return   High+ 

Time Horizon  Long term 

Technical rating +100% 

Account(s)  Taxed  

 

This is a diversified one stop shop for getting your feet wet in emerging markets.  I also 

like that fact that options are traded against this instrument.   
 

iShares FTSE/Xinhua China 25 Index  

Symbol  FXI 

Sector   International ETF 

Risk   High 

Return   Extraordinary 

Time Horizon  Very Long term (5 years – 10 years) 

Technical Rating +100% 

Account(s)  Taxed 

 

I want to buy it again later this year… 
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Indian CEFs/ETN  

Symbol  INP/IFN/IIF 

Sector   India Funds 

Risk   High 

Return   Extraordinary 

Complexity  Simple 

Time Horizon  Long term (36 months – 60 months) 

Technical Ratings +88% INP   -48% IFN   +96% IIF 

Account(s)  Taxed and IRA 

 

IFN technical rating is down because it just paid a $2.371/share dividend and the stock 

dropped accordingly.  INP is slightly different since in this instrument is an Exchange 

Traded Note instead of a Closed End Fund (CEF).  These three instruments give you 

diversified exposure to India without too much work.  Bottom line, these investments 

give you broad exposure to India without the headaches (and expense) of actually 

investing there. 

 

I plan to purchase one or more of these later this year but do not currently own. 

 

Morgan Stanley Capital International Australia Index  

Symbol  EWA 

Sector   International ETF 

Risk   Medium 

Return   Medium+ 

Time Horizon  Long term  

Technical Rating +88% 

Account(s)  Taxed  

 

I own this to invest in China and India indirectly; I believe that Australia is a place to 

invest because of its raw materials and the proximity to India and China.  This ETF is 

traded in the US that matches the Australian stock market, which is a significant supplier 

of raw materials to Asia.  This investment will take a hit if commodity prices fall but 

should it be strong investment in the upcoming years. 
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Chapter 5 

The Plan 

 
Every trader reserves the right to make a more intelligent decision today than he made 

yesterday.  - Sheldon Natenberg 

 

Considerations 

 

European sovereign debt – Potential cascading debt crisis  

Higher US taxes and healthcare reform - bearish 

China – recovering? 

Market Seasonality – bullish (January effect) 

 

Economy 

 

The US economy is weak but stable and is likely to weaken due to new taxes and 

implementation of Obamacare.  I would expect unemployment to increase in mid-2013.  I 

don’t expect to make real progress this year in the US or European economies.  Also I am 

keeping my eye on China…  I like non US stocks for 2013 

 

I expect a recession in the US and Europe this year and mild recovery in the emerging 

markets, specifically China.   

 

Inflation  

   

I only expect modest price rises for this year with acceleration of inflation at the next 

year.   

 

Europe 

 

Things in Europe still look weak and will remain so for the foreseeable future but they 

may be gearing up for a turnaround in 2014.  If we have a big collapse in Europe I will 

swoop in with my cash reserves and go bargain shopping and if we don’t it still may be 

time to buy.  On a valuation perspective, European stocks are cheap compared to the US.  

Europe may be stabilizing and adapting to the new world order. 

 

Europe may be turning around in 2014, austerity may be working there. 

 

The Dollar and US Bonds  

 

I do not own any US bonds because rates are too low and going to stay there for the 

foreseeable future.  The dollar may be gaining strength as taxes are higher (less 

borrowing/printing) and if Congress exercises some fiscal restraint the dollar good get 

even stronger.  This would be very bad for gold, silver, oil and other commodities. 

 

The US dollar is likely to get stronger this year hence stuff is likely to get cheaper. 
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Muni bonds 

 

The yields here are higher than US Treasuries and tax free.  I could understand why 

someone would buy selected muni bonds that have a low potential for default.  I currently 

have no need for tax free income so I will not be looking in this area. 

 

I do not own any muni bonds nor will I purchase any.   

 

Corporate Bonds 

 

Corporate bonds have a higher yield than Government bonds but I have always tended to 

shy away from all “fixed” income assets.  I am likely to buy high yield corporate bonds 

this year (JNK).  Hopefully, I will sell these toward the end of the year when I see 

rebound in the economy. 

 

Something I am had been considered is buying corporate bonds and selling (shorting) 

Treasuries.  This would offer some protection from inflation and likely to yield a decent 

return under most circumstances.  

 

I don’t own corporate bonds (yet) but I am very likely to purchase some fixed income 

this year.   

 

Financial stocks 

 

I may be tempted to nibble on a few European banks this year. I still own a Lloyds 

(LYG) from 4 years ago.  I am pondering buying some BCS.  I am considering buying 

call options on the XLF (financial ETF) as a speculative play.  This strategy yields a high 

risk/reward with limited losses and high potential gain.  This will be offset by buying 

calls on the VIX that should go up if the market falters. 

 

I own BAC and AIG in size and some LYG.  I suspect these will peak this year. 

 

Oil/Energy 

 

I have always liked energy stocks but I plan to underweight this are this year.  The 

resurgence of oil and gas production in the US and the global spread of unconventional 

gas production are major in factors changing the world energy landscape. Also I expect a 

stronger dollar and a mild recession and both of these things yield lower oil prices hence 

lower energy stock prices. 

 

I don’t think BP is the safest or best way to play oil but the high dividend (cheaper call 

options) and its low P/E intrigue me.  I also like Chevron with its low P/E and high 

dividend but do not own any yet.   
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Domestic Stocks 

 

Many US stocks are cheap right vs. US Treasuries (chart below) but I believe you can 

find better value and higher reward outside the US this year. 

 

 

 
 

I made some serious gains last year with Apple. I am watching it and may get in again 

but won’t own it for the long run.  Too many hot cell phone companies have been 

destroyed over the years that I just want to make a few bucks on this and walk away.  The 

history is Palm, Motorola, Nokia, Research in Motion, and suspect that someday Apple 

may be added to this list.  I am still waiting for Google to get cheap(er). 

 

I own some Facebook (FB) when it looked cheap and have various options and outright 

shares.  I will invest in selected technology this year but will be avoiding the US market 

in general. 

 

Chinese and Emerging markets 

 

I am still a believer that these markets will drive the world economy over the next 50 

years.  I will be investing there based upon these beliefs.  I have been waiting for a major 

pullback to buy China and other investments.  The market has pulled back and I believe 

that the FXI has more reward then risk…  I will be looking at Emerging Markets ETF 

(EEM) and looking for the courage to pull the trigger.   

 

Options 

 

Volatility seems to be relatively cheap but it could get cheaper.  I will be looking to buy 

some “protection” by layering in purchases of some put options on the S&P 500 ETF 

(SPY) and potentially buy some call options on the VIX. 
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Cash and its proxies 

 

The increased taxes should be beneficial to the US dollar.  I also like the $AU but it is 

very volatile and takes some stomach to be in but the monthly checks are very nice.    

 

I like the Canadian dollar (FXC) better than the $US and its more stable than the $AU but 

it has almost no yield.  I am considering the Royal Bank of Canada (RY) as a potential 

proxy for the Canadian currency due to its high yield and lower risk. It has a yield of 

4.0% in Canadian dollars. 

 

Gold/Platinum 

 

If there is a recession this year gold will we sluggish at best.  I am going to be playing the 

gold miners this year since they are cheap and most likely probably will get cheaper.  I 

own Barrick Gold ABX and looking to buy the Gold Miners ETF (GDX) later this year 

but for the next few months I am going to avoid gold, silver, and platinum like the 

plague. A stronger dollar and weak economy will put downward pressure on these 

investments.  

  

I own gold coins and Barrick Gold (ABX)   

  

Summary of Mark(et) Economic Indicators 

 

GDP Growth – We may have hit a rough patch ~65% chance of another US recession 

Unemployment – Unemployment is very high 

Federal Reserve Bias – Low rates are good for the market… 

Inflation – Currently we are not experiencing inflation  

Real Estate Market – Housing prices are stabilizing; interest rates are low  

Budget Deficit – Improving 

Dollar – somewhat stable/Stonger 

Volatility Index – Low 

Technical Indicators – mixed, stronger for emerging markets 

Liquidity – Stable 
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So… What is the Plan? 

 

I included an asset allocation recommendation from Societe Generale for 2013. I have no 

major grips with their asset allocation.  I will be using it as a framework for my portfolio. 

 
I am currently sitting in a lot of cash for this time of year considering the January effect.  

I normally would expect the market to do well this time of year but I expect it to be flat to 

down for the next few months because I expect a European and US recession later this 

year.  As always, I do tend to get a bit more optimistic in the back half of the year and 

believe growth finally come back in 2014-15.  This being said, I believe 2013 will be 

rough on investors who aren’t nimble. 

 

Currently my major holdings, in order by symbol are Barrick Gold (ABX), American 

International Group (AIG), Bank of America (BAC), Facebook (FB), Freeport-

McMoRan (FCX), Hospitality Properties Trust (HPT), KKR Financial Holdings (KFN), 

Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (KKR), Lloyds Banking Group (LYG), Alerian MLP 2X 

(MLPL), Precision Drilling (PDS), China Petroleum (SNP), and Weatherford 

International (WFT).   I also have some minor positions (<1% of portfolio) in Advent 

Claymore Convertible (AGC), American Capital Agency (AGNC), Bank of Ireland 

(IRE), McEwen Mining (MUX) and Annaly Capital Management (NLY). 
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Sometime mid-year I need to step up to the plate and buy emerging markets (EEM), 

Australian ETF (EWA) and China ETF (FXI) after a 15-25% market correction in the 

S&P 500.  This year I will be in the search for safe high yield while I wait for the 

correction. 

 

I need to buy some portfolio protection (insurance) on the portfolio since the VIX is low.  

I can buy puts the S&P 500 (SPY) or just buy call options on the VIX (VXX). 

 

I don’t expect much for the next 6 months but will remain bias to the upside for the 

remainder of January.  Then I am looking for a 15-25% correction by mid-year. I would 

expect this correction to be more setup for comeback in 2014 (buying opportunity).  I 

also expect this year to be very volatile despite current market volatility being very low.   

 

This year will require active management (trading) it will probably be a good idea to sell 

when the market goes up and have money ready to buy when it goes low.  I expect a low 

of 1150 midyear and a high of 1500 on the S&P 500 early this year and something in 

between by the end of the year. 
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Chapter 6 

Mark’s Model ETF Portfolio 
 

Asset reallocation 

 

General profile for a several diversified portfolios 

 

Risk  

Adverse Balanced Growth Aggressive 

US Large Cap: 20% 30% 40% 30% 

US Small Cap: 10% 10% 20% 30% 

International: 10% 20% 30% 40% 

Fixed Income: 50% 35% 10% 0% 

Cash: 10% 5% 0% 0% 

 

US Large Cap:  

SPDR S&P Depository Receipts (SPY) 33% 

NASDAQ 100 Trust Shares (QQQQ) 33% 

Vanguard Value VIPERs (VTV) 33% 

 

US Small Cap: 

iShares Russell 2000 Index (IWM) 100% 

 

International:  

iShares MSCI “EAFA” Europe, Australia and Far East Index Fund (EFA) 50% 

iShares MSCI Emerging Markets Index (EEM) 50% 

 

Fixed Income (Bonds): 

iShares Lehman 20+ Year Treasury Bond (TLT) 25% 

iShares Lehman 7-10 Year Treasury Bond (IEF) 25% 

iShares Lehman Aggregate Bond (AGG) 25% 

iShares GS $ InvesTop Corp Bond (LQD) 25% 

 

Cash: 

iShares Lehman 1-3 Year Treasury bond (SHY) 100% 
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2012 Returns 

 

Name 

 
 Symbol 12/31/11 

Price 
12/31/12 

Price 

2012 
Gain % 
w/o Div 

2012 
Gain % 
w/ Div 

SPDR S&P Depository Receipts SPY $125.50 $142.41 13.47% 15.95% 

NASDAQ 100 Trust Shares QQQ $55.83 $65.13 16.66% 18.13% 

DIAMONDS Trust DIA $121.85 $130.58 7.16% 9.88% 

Vanguard Value VIPERs VTV $52.49 $58.80 12.02% 15.08% 

iShares Russell 2000 Index IWM $73.75 $84.32 14.33% 16.62% 

iShares MSCI “EAFA” EFA $49.53 $56.86 14.80% 18.35% 

iShares MSCI Emerging Markets EEM $37.94 $44.35 16.90% 18.86% 

iShares Lehman 20+ Year Treasury  TLT $121.25 $121.18 -0.06% 2.37% 

iShares Lehman 7-10 Year Treasury IEF $105.57 $107.49 1.82% 3.63% 

iShares Lehman Aggregate Bond AGG $110.25 $111.08 0.75% 3.70% 

iShares GS $ InvesTop Corp LQD $113.76 $120.99 6.36% 10.09% 

iShares Lehman 1-3 Year Treasury SHY $84.50 $84.42 -0.09% 0.24% 

 

  

Results for the various “autopilot” portfolios 

 

 

Risk  

Adverse Balanced Growth Aggressive 

’12 Return 8.97% 11.56% 15.30% 16.86% 

’11 Return  7.02% 3.30% -2.52% -6.51% 

’10 Return 11.17% 12.45% 15.53% 16.91% 

’09 Return 11.14% 19.65% 31.48% 36.54% 

’08 Return  -8.18% -18.66% -33.90% -39.60% 

’07 Return 7.82% 9.40% 10.04% 10.45% 

’06 Return 9.72% 13.63% 19.09% 21.83% 

’05 Return 5.49% 7.55% 9.73% 11.77% 

     

Total return since inception 64.38% 66.69% 59.04% 53.47% 

 

The risk adverse fund clearly outperformed this year due mostly to the price increase in 

the longer term US Bonds (up 30+%).  US based stocks struggled to stay even while 

foreign/emerging markets failed. 

 

I still believe in 2014 years the Aggressive portfolio will have outperformed the Risk 

Adverse portfolio but I am not confident that will occur in 2013. 
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Chapter 7 

Final Thoughts 
 

I suspect 2013 will be much more challenging than in previous years.  In my view, the 

world economy was solidifying but Europe continues to erode, China has slowed but may 

be poised for a comeback, and the US “fairer” tax code may destabilize an already trepid 

recovery.   Any one of these issues could cascade out of control and send the world 

economy reeling back into another recession.  I would prefer to just let the European 

sovereign defaults occur and get it over with instead of paralyzing the world capital 

markets that are fixated with an inevitable EU default.   

 

Global Central Banks continue to print money as a solution for anemic growth.  The race 

is on between the facade of wealth creation via the printing press and continued decline 

due to excessive debt.   

 

 

The Good 

 

 Interest rates are low  

 Asia’s economic growth  is stabilizing and potential recovering 

 World GDP is projected to be positive in 2013 

 New innovations and new efficiencies are creating new real wealth daily  

 US company’s balance sheets are strong, stock market valuations are atractive 

 

The Bad 

 

 High US unemployment 

 Higher taxes in 2013 on capital/production   

 Obamacare tax is likely to drag on US economy for next 2 years 

 Housing crisis not over; large segment of population with mortgages and no jobs 

 Borrowing and spending is not the cure for too much borrowing and spending 

 

The Ugly 

 

 The European sovereign debt spiral is still in play 

 Exploding US budget deficit/national debt due to increased spending 

 We may be seeing the beginnings of a US Government debt spiral   

 California and other state/local governments debt situation/retirement liabilities 

 The US Social Security time bomb  

 World governance that doesn’t understand basic economics of wealth creation 

 Likely US recession in 2013 triggered by higher taxes and Obamacare 
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Who is Mark Rush? 

 

Portfolio Results 2012: In order to keep my strategies separate and to better track them, I 

have ended up with 6 different accounts all with Fidelity.  I have an IRA, Roth IRA and 

four taxable accounts each portfolio with its own strategy.   

 

 Trading Portfolio (Taxed) -  Options, short positions, short term trades, FX 

 Cash (Taxed) – Short term cash, bonds, income based FX 

 Individual Stock Portfolio (Taxed) – Stock picks, longer term investments, covered calls 

 ETF Portfolio (Taxed) – Macro sector plays, sector investments, covered calls, metals 

 IRA rollover (Tax deferred) - Income and high yield 

 Roth (Not Taxed) - Bond funds and high yield 

Overall the portfolio had a 23.76% gain in 2012 vs. the S&P 500 ETF (SPY) gain of 

16.3% inclusive of dividends.  This resulted in me beating the S&P performance 

benchmark by ~50%.  I am happy with these results. 

 

Performance by Portfolio 

  
2012 

Return 
% of 

capital 
% of 
gains 

Trading 21% 38% 35% 
Cash 0% 0% 0% 

Stocks 50% 21% 35% 
ETF 15% 15% 11% 
IRA 17% 23% 18% 

Roth 0% 2% 0% 

Total 24% 100% 100% 
 

The ETF and IRA portfolios essentially matched the S&P 500 performance, while the 

Trading portfolio outperformed my index.  The big gainer for 2012 was my individual 

stock picks in my Stock portfolio outperforming the S&P by a substantial margin (300%).  

The cash and Roth portfolios didn’t have many resources allocated to them and were 

invested in money market funds.  

 

Final thoughts: 

 

Cross your fingers that the world economy doesn’t unravel this year…  If it doesn’t 

current market valuations are still compelling!  We may be running into a US recession 

this year and I am worried that precious metals could drop hard this year.  

 

This is the conclusion of my report; I hope to get the next report out on April 8th, 2013 

and I try to entertain you with my new thoughts and reflections.   

  

Regards, 

 

Mark Rush 

http://traderwasteland.wordpress.com/ 

http://traderwasteland.wordpress.com/

